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Abstract
A short introduction to updating the QL Wiki, for beginners and
those of us, like me, who forget stuff occasionally!
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Introduction

The QL Wiki was migrated back in September 2017. It moved (aka was
converted) from the old, unsupported Wiki Software to Dokuwiki1 - which
is regularly upgraded, secure and works very well.
The QL Wiki is also now hosted by the same people who bring us the QL
Forum2 and many thanks are due to them, and to the other Ql Enthusiasts
who offered free hosting for the Wiki after migration.
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How it Looks

The Wiki has been slightly modified since it was initially installed in that,
a template, named BootSwatch has been used which allows the Wiki to be
viewed on Desktops, laptops, tablets or large, medium and small format
smart phones3
The template used is called BootSwatch, and is shown in Figure 1. If you
are not fond of the default style, you have the choice of a number of different
styles, more details below.
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How to Register

Before you can edit any pages on the Wiki, you must be registered. You do
not need to be registered to read the Wiki, only to make changes.
On the home screen (see Figure 1) click on the green Register button near
the top right.
A new screen will be displayed as shown in Figure 2. Fill in a username,
real name and a valid email address as shown in the example. You will also
need to enter all the letters (not the spaces) shown in the “captcha” near
the bottom. This is just to help avoid spam user registrations.
Once done, click the bottom, green Register button and that’s you done.
The next screen will be a login screen where you must enter the username
and the password you were sent at the email address you registered with.
1

https://www.dokuwiki.org
http://qlforum.co.uk
3
Or Apple iPhones too! ;-)
2
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Figure 1: The QL Wiki Home Page

3.1

Update Your Profile

Once logged in, you can change your password using the User menu button
on the top right of the screen, once you are logged in. It resembles the
button with a “person” on the right end of Figure 3
There is also the option to update your profile under the Tools button, which
is also shown in Figure 3, but at the far left, and has a spanner (aka wrench,
I believe, in the USA).
Click either button, select the option to Update Profile and on the screen
that follows (not shown), type a new password twice, then type your current
password and click the Save]button to make the change.
You can also delete your account on this screen too.

3.2

Delete Your Account

If you decide not to continue as a registered user, we will be sad to see
you go, but to do the deletion, all you have to do is login as normal, then
follow the instructions above to update your profile, and on the screen that
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Figure 2: The QL Wiki Registration Page

Figure 3: The QL Wiki Toolbar
appears, Tick the checkbox that says I wish to remove my account from
this wiki, then type in your current password, and click the big red button
entitled Remove my Account.
You will be logged out, your account will be deleted and you are now only
able to read the contents of the Wiki.

3.3

Change Your Style

As mentioned above, there are a number of different styles that are part of
the default template in use on the Wiki. You can change your preference
by clicking the second button from the left in Figure 3 - it looks like a rain
drop.
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There are (currently) 17 different styles that you can use, the initial blue
themed style is named Cerulean. Feel free to try some of the other styles,
and whichever one you end up on, will be saved for your future use.
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Name Spaces

Name spaces can cause some confusion, but if you think of them as nothing
more than a folder or directory, you won’t go far wrong.
Initially, all content lives in the qlwiki name space - pages and images alike.
However, with all the images that are to be found throughout the Wiki
pages, a plan is afoot to move images into separate name spaces of their
own to try and make uploading or choosing images a little faster - having
so many images in one name space makes for some slow reponses.
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Editing Information

There are lots of hints and tips on the Wiki itself about how to edit stuff,
however, here are some of the more common formatting methods that you
might come across, or need for your own editing.

5.1

Editor Toolbar

When you open the editor, there is a toolbar across the top which gives you
access to various formatting options, amongst others.
The toolbar looks like Figure 4.

Figure 4: The Editor Toolbar
The buttons are, from left to right:
1. Bold text.
2. Italic text.
3. Underlined text.
4. Mono-spaced text. (No, not Tony Tebby’s initials, although, they are!)
5. Same level heading.
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6. Lower level heading.
7. Higher level heading.
8. Select heading level.
9. Insert Wiki link. (Internal).
10. Insert Internet link. (External).
11. Enumerated list item.
12. Unordered list item (Bulleted list item).
13. Horizontal Rule.
14. Add image or other media.
15. Add smiley.
16. Insert special characters.
17. Insert signature.
18. Insert video from video sharing site (YouTube, Vimeo etc).
Headings are a bit strange. Previous versions simply had one button for
each heading level. Later updates changed to the format we see here.
you can read about these buttons in the explanations below.

5.2

Headings

Headings come in 5 levels. The title of a page should always be in Heading
1 format. As you add more headings to a page, a small table of contents is
created and displayed at the top right.
This only appears after 3 headings have been used on the page. Only the
top three levels (Heading 1, 2 and 3) will appears in this TOC, other levels
are not included. Headings are wrapped in multiple equals signs, as follows:
====== Heading 1 ======
===== Heading 2 =====
==== Heading 3 ====
=== Heading 4 ===
== Heading 5 ==
If you do not want the page to display a TOC, then the following at the top
of the page will disable that:
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~~NOTOC~~
To use the editor’s toolbar to insert headings, you first need to select the
heading level you want. Use the 9th button along the toolbar and when the
next image pops up, choose one of the 5 permitted heading levels.
That inserts a heading with some default text, and sets the default heading
level.
Normally, a page would start with heading level 1, the biggest, and subsequent headings would be of a lower level - heading 2 to heading 5.
When you next want a heading, click one of the three buttons to the left of
the 9th button (where you set the initial heading level, remember?)
Button 6 will give you another heading level 1. We don’t tend to use multiple
headings at level 1 on a page though. The page title is usually the only
heading level 1.
To get a new heading at level 2, click button 7. That reduces the current
heading level to 2, from 1, sets the default heading level to 2, and inserts a
heading at the new level.
To go up a level, click the eighth button.
Personally, I get confused, so I just type in the correct number of equals
signs, manually!

5.3

Bold Text

Starting simple, bold text is just your text, wrapped in pairs of asterisks as
follows:
This is **BOLD Text**
You can do this in the editor manually by typing something similar to the
above, or using the toolbar, highlight the text you wish to embolden, and
click the first button on the toolbar.

5.4

Italic Text

Italic text is just your text, wrapped in pairs of forward slashes - which look
mildly italic themselves - as follows:
This is //ITALIC Text//
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Again, you can do this in the editor manually by typing something similar
to the above, or using the toolbar, highlight the text you wish to italicise,
and click the second button on the toolbar.

5.5

Mono-spaced Text

If you need to put some text in-line with a paragraph, for example, in monospaced type - maybe for a bit of computer code - then use a pair of single
quotes, as follows:
Use the ’’REMark’’ command to make comments in a code listing.
You can do this in the editor manually by typing something similar to the
above, or to use the toolbar, highlight the text you wish to make monospaced, and click the fourth button on the toolbar.

5.6

Underlined Text

To underline text, wrap it in pairs of underscores. Again, these look like
underlines already, so are quite simple to remember:
This is __UNDERLINED Text__ in the middle of a sentence.
You can underline text in the editor manually by typing something similar
to the above, or if you want to use the toolbar, highlight the text you wish
to underline, and click the third button on the toolbar.

5.7

Strikeout Text

To strikeout some text, wrap it in del tags, as follows:
We are looking for a <del>victim</del> volunteer to ...
Alternatively, highlight the text you wish to strike out, and click the fifth
button on the editor’s toolbar.

5.8

Superscript

Superscript characters are simply wrapped in sup tags, as follows:
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Energy = Mass * Speed of Light Squared, or:
e = mc<sup>2</sup>
There is no toolbar button for this text formatting option.

5.9

Subscript

Subscript characters are simply wrapped in sub tags, as follows:
Sulphuric Acid has the chemical formula:
H<sub>2</sub>SO<sub>4</sub>

There is no toolbar button for this text formatting option.

5.10

Images

Wiki administrators can upload media files, including images, audio and
video files, using the administrator tool which normal users do not see on
their toolbar.
Normal users can upload an image or other media file, to be used in a Wiki
page with reasonable ease!
5.10.1

Uploading

While creating or editing a page, you may wish to insert an image (or other
media file) into the page. The editor toolbar has a button for this and it
resembles a picture frame - it’s the 15th button along, between the horizontal
rule and smiley buttons.
If you click it a separate window will open. This is shown in Figure 5 on
page 10.
Choose a Name Space Your first step must always be to select a name
space where the image will be saved to. The list of name spaces is on the
left side of the window. Click the ‘+’ sign to the left of qlwiki to list all the
name spaces beneath the qlwiki name space.
The chosen name space will be displayed above the right side of the display.
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Figure 5: The Insert Media Window
You can either now choose one or more media files for upload to the chosen namespace, or, choose some files and upload them, creating new name
space(s) beneath the chosen one.
Upload to Current Name Space Click the Select Files button, navigate
to where your files are stored and then click ok.
If you are uploading an updated version of an existing media file, check the
option to overwrite the existing file.
Click the Upload button. After a delay, the file(s) will be uploaded and you
may now click the Done button.
Close the window when you are done uploading all your files.
Upload to a New Name Space Click the Select Files button, navigate
to where your files are stored and then click ok.
If you are uploading an updated version of an existing media file, check the
option to overwrite the existing file.
Edit the file name, and prefix it with the name of the name space you wish
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to create. If I was uploading files into a name space of norman, then I
would prefix each file to be uploaded with the text norman: - the colon is
mandatory.
Click the Upload button. This uploads the files into the new name space
you requested. After a delay, the file(s) will be uploaded and you may now
click the Done button.
Multiple image uploads are permitted and they don’t all have to go into the
same name space.
Close the window when you are done uploading all your files.
5.10.2

Inserting

Once you have uploaded your media files, you insert them into the page you
are editing as follows:
Place the cursor at the position you wish to insert a media file, and click
the “picture frame” button again - the one you used when uploading.
On the following screen, choose the name space where your media files are
located. The right side of the screen will display all the images in the name
space.
You will see a screen pop-up, similar to Figure 6 on Page 42.
Always, always click the second button on the first line (Link target). This
creates a direct link. This means that when anyone clicks the image, they
get a full sized view of it, and not some random page displaying lots of
attributes about the image itself.
Next, choose an alignment (really the wrapping mode actually) for the image
on the page. your options here are “no align”, “align left with wrap”, “align
right with wrap” or “align centrally with no wrap”.
Finally, choose an image size. Small, medium or large, or the original size
if it is not too big for the page.
Click the Insert button.
You will see some code has been inserted, similar to the following:
{{qlwiki:insidethehive.jpg?direct&600}}
Alternatively, you can add some hint text as follows:
{{qlwiki:insidethehive.jpg?direct&600|Inside a bee hive.}}
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The various sections of the link that was inserted are explained below, however, “direct” means that the image will be displayed full sized when clicked.
If you insert numerous images, the Wiki software will attempt to put them
side by side. You can avoid this, if necessary, by forcing a line feed between
each one using the “
” characters after the image you wish to be last on the line.
5.10.3

Resizing and Scaling

{{:playground:insidethehive.jpg?direct&600}}
From the code above, you can see that the image inserted has been scaled
to be 600 pixels wide. As no height has been specified, the image’s aspect
ratio will be kept and it will not be distorted.
{{:playground:insidethehive.jpg?direct&600x200}}
In the code above, the image will be displayed at a resolution of 600 wide
by 200 high. This will probably distort the image’s aspect ratio.
{{:playground:insidethehive.jpg?direct&x300}}
The code above will insert the image, with a height of 300 pixels, and as no
width was specified, the aspect ratio of the original will be preserved.
5.10.4

Wrapping Text Around Images

The examples above do not show any wrapping (aka alignment) options,
so the images are inserted as is. The various wrapping options are set up
similar to table cell content wrapping (see below) as follows:
{{ :qlwiki:503604294.jpg?direct&600|RIGHT aligned image}}
{{ :qlwiki:503604294.jpg?direct&600 |CENTRE alignment}}
{{:qlwiki:503604294.jpg?direct&600 |LEFT aligned image}}
The first image will be left aligned as there are two spaces before the name
space name after the opening pair of curly brackets.
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The second image will be centre aligned as there are two spaces before the
name space name after the opening pair of curly brackets, plus, two spaces
before the pipe character at the end of the file name.
Had there been no pop-up hint text for the image, there would have been
no pipe character, so the spaces would simply be inserted before the closing
pair of curly brackets.
The third image will be right aligned as there are two spaces before the pipe
character at the end of the file name.
You can, of course, supply scaling settings as well. To scale the centre
aligned image to 200 pixels wide, it would look like this:
{{ :qlwiki:503604294.jpg?direct&200 |CENTRE alignment}}\\

5.11

Links to Sections in the Current Page

Much like HTML, you use the hash (pound in America?) symbol and a
heading’s text, converted to lower case and with spaces etc replaced by
underscores.
For example, you might want to refer to a section, on the same page, which
has the title, ‘Jump Here’, so this is how you would do it:
====== Page Title ======
lots of text here. Click here to
jump to the [[#jump_here|Jump Here]] section further
down the page.
...
Lots more text here...
...
===== Jump Here =====
Text for the Jump Here topic that we wish to create a link for above.
You don’t need page names or name spaces, as it’s all self-contained on
“this” page.

5.12

Links to Other Wiki Pages

You use a pair of square brackets to link to a Wiki page in the QL Wiki.
You may need a namespace name too, if they are in use - which they are on
the QL Wiki. All pages are (currently) in the qlwiki name space.
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More details on the [[]qlwiki:superbasic]] page.
If the page title has more than one word in it, then you can either do this:
See also [qlwiki:Norman Dunbar]’s page.
or this:
See also [qlwiki:norman_dunbar]’s page.
Everything in this case is converted to lower case, and any spaces or special
punctuation characters are replaced by underscores.
It’s best to simply use the page’s full title, as per the first example.
I find this easier than using the toolbar. Button, however, if you wish to use
that instead, button 10, the one with a chain link icon, is your friend.
When you click on that, you can either type in the name space (qlwiki), a
colon, and a page name or title.
Alternatively, click the links shown to select your desired namespace etc,
and as you type, the list of available pages will be filtered to show only
relevant entries. as we have a lot of pages, this can take time.
The code inserted will resemble the following4 :
[[qlwiki:norman_dunbar|Norman Dunbar]]
Where everything up to the pipe character is the internal representation of
the name space and page name (lower case, special characters replaced by
underscores), and everything after the pipe will be seen on the page. This
visible text is the actual page name.
5.12.1

Linking to a particular Section on a Wiki Page

You can, of course, link to sections (ie, something with a heading) in the
normal manner by using a hash symbol and providing the section name in
its internal format - lower case with underscores replacing special characters.
[[qlwiki:sinclair_ql_home_computer#links_to_ql_topics]]
The above will link to the Links to QL Topics section, on the main page of
the Wiki. As ever, alternate text is allowed by inserting a pipe character
after the URL and before the alternate text. (See below for details.)
4

Blowing my own trumpet? Me? Surely not!
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5.13

Links to Web Sites

If you have the full text of a link, such as http://qlwiki.qlforum.co.uk then
the Wiki software will recognise it, and render it as a clickable link to the
mentioned web site. You do not need to do anything, provided the link
begins with https://, http:// or www.. The link text - the bit you click will simply be the URL itself.
If you want to hide the actual URL and provide some alternative clickable
text for the link, then use pairs of square brackets as follows:
Click [[http://www.google.com | Here]] to search on Google.
Which will display the text:
Click Here to search on Google.
Again, there’s a button on the toolbar to assist you in this. It’s the one with
a globe overlaid by a chain link icon. Button 11.
When you click that, it inserts a default link as follows:
[[http://example.com|External Link]]
All you have to do now is replace the URL with your own web page address,
and replace the ‘External Link’ text with whatever you wish to appear on
the page.

5.14

Email Links

Although not advisable these days to code your email address in a publicly
viewable web page, due to spam bots harvesting email addresses, you can,
if you wish, create links to an email address as follows, using the open and
closing angle brackets:
Click to email me at <example@example.com> for more information.
You cannot, however, have a clickable link with text different to the email
address I’m afraid.
There is no toolbar button for this type of link.
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5.15

Image Links

Now that you know how to insert images, and create links, you can combine
the two to make images act as links. The following example shows how to
do this.
[[http://qlforum.co.uk|{{qlwiki:sinclair_ql.jpg?direct&240x180}}]]
You can also have the image’s pop-up text too:

[[http://qlforum.co.uk|{{qlwiki:sinclair_ql.jpg?direct&240x180| A Sinclair QL Comput
Clicking the link will take you to the QLForum home page.

5.16

Source Code Listings

Source code can be inserted ‘in-line’ with normal text as described in the
section on mono-spaced Text above. For bigger examples or listings, separate
code sections are advised.
There are a number of different ways to do this, but one that will cause you
no end of trouble is indenting by two spaces. I tend to avoid this like the
plague, but sometimes if you see a page with normal text rendered as a code
listing, this can be the cause - the lines have spaces at the start.
The most obvious way to create code blocks is to start and end the block
with the code tags as follows:
This is normally your first SuperBASIC program:
<code>
10 CLS
20 PRINT "Hello World!"
30 GOTO 20
</code>
If you need syntax highlighting, you might be lucky in that the Wiki software
included highlighting for a number of programming languages. For Java
(hack, spit), you would do this:
<code Java>
...
</code>
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Highlighting is provided by the GeSHi - Generic Syntax Highlighter and the
web page shows a list of all supported languages down the left hand side of
the page. SuperBASIC is not one I’m afraid, but assembly language (m68k)
is!
The page says that it is simple to add new languages so who knows, maybe
someone will do just such a thing!
5.16.1

Making Code Listings Downloadable

In the above, anyone wanting to use your code has to copy and paste it. This
might cause some problems, especially if there are so-called smart quotes
in the listing. Something copied and pasted from Word, or some other
word processor which insists on messing up SQL listings, for example, with
typographic quotes, rather than plain old single or double quotes from the
keyboard.
If your code is able to be downloaded, then simply tag on a file name for
it, and it will become a link that allows the page reader to download a file,
with your suggested name, to their computer without - hopefully - worrying
about whether or not the Wiki has converted quotes and other characters
into something unusual.
However, yo must have a language code as well, so make one up if necessary
- it doesn’t matter if it isn’t a supported one.
<code superBASIC helloWorld.bas >
10 CLS
20 PRINT "Hello World!"
30 GOTO 20
</code>
Above the code snippet on the page, there will be a link with the file name
you supplied. If the reader click the link, whatever code you have supplied on
the page will be able to be downloaded. You don’t have to upload anything,
it’s whatever you have between the code tags.

5.17

Forced Newlines and Paragraphs

A new line can be forced at the current point by adding two back-slashes
followed by a whitespace character. A whitespace character is a space, tab,
newline etc. (Tabs might be difficult though!)
This line will be split here\\[space]
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and this text will appear on the following line.
Obviously, in the above, the text ‘[space]’ represents a single space.
Paragraphs, are created simply by leaving a blank line between the two
sections of text that you wish to render as paragraphs.

5.18

Smileys

If you insert the text for a smiley, or use the smiley button on the toolbar,
a small (Wiki supplied) image will be inserted into your page. This can be
a problem if you, for example, need to have the text ;-) on a page - it will
be converted to a smiley, however, if you wrap the pseudo-smiley in nowiki
tags, it will not get converted.
LOL shows a smiley, so does ;-).
<nowiki>LOL</nowiki> shows text only, no smiley.
Some smileys are slightly animated.

5.19

Quoting

Quoting is like in your emails when yo get a reply from someone and they’ve
added their responses ‘in-line’. You see greater than symbols as follows:
> I said this last time,
> and this.
>> You replied with this
>>> To which, I repsonded.
>>>> and you had to have the last word!

5.20

Tables

Tables can be easily created, with row and column spans if necessary, and
with table headings.
Normal cells and rows in a table start and end with the pipe character while
headers use the circumflex character, as follows:
^ Heading One ^ Heading Two ^ Heading Three ^
| Row 1, Cell 1 | Row 1, Cell 2 | Row 1, Cell 3 |
| Row 2, Cell 1 | Row 2, Cell 2 | Row 2, Cell 3 |
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5.20.1

Column Alignment

Columns can be left, center or right aligned by adding an extra two spaces
at the end opposite the end you wish to pad out with spaces. So, add two
spaces on the left of a cell’s contents to pad right, add two spaces on the
right to pad left, and add two spaces at both ends for centre alignment.
^
|
|

Right Aligned ^ Left Aligned ^ centered
123.45 | Left text | Hello |
999.99 | Left Left Left
| World! |

^

Obviously, you have to align all the cells appropriately. The default is left
alignment, so you don’t actually need the extra space(s) on the right end
for that.
Of course, all this additional spacing to align things can mean that your
table rows don’t have the pipe or circumflex characters aligned nicely to
allow the source for the table to be easily read, or adjusted later. C’est la
vie!
5.20.2

Spanning Columns

Columns can be spanned simply by not having anything in them, apart from
the closing pipe character.
^ Heading One ^ Heading Two ^ Heading Three ^
| Row 1, Cell 1 and 2 || Row 1, Cell 3 |
| Row 2, Cell 1 | Row 2, Cell 2 | Row 2, Cell 3 |
5.20.3

Spanning Rows

Use three colons, in the cell(s) under the one you want to span across rows,
to show that they are to be spanned into, as follows:
^ Heading One ^ Heading Two ^ Heading Three ^
| Row 1, Cell 1 | Row 1, Cell 2 | Row 1, Cell 3 |
| Row 2, Cell 1 | :::
| Row 2, Cell 3 |

5.21

Horizontal Rule

If you need to add a horizontal rule as a separator on a page, then it is
simply 4 hyphens, as follows:
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---If there are leading (or trailing) spaces, it makes no difference, you will still
get a horizontal rule on the rendered page.
Yo can use the toolbar button which is the fourteenth along from the left,
to insert a horizontal rule at the current cursor position. If you are in
the middle of a line, then the line will be broken, a rule inserted and the
remainder of the line will be below the rule.

5.22

Footnotes

Footnotes5 are created by wrapping the footnote text in pairs of round
brackets, as follows:
Footnotes ((Which I rather like, as you may have noticed!))
are created ...

5.23

Bulleted Lists

A bulleted list is automatically created when the start of the line contains
two spaces, at least, and an asterisk.
If there are to be nested lists, then indent by 4 spaces before the asterisk.
And so on.
* List Item 1
* List Item 2
* List Item 2a.
* list Item 2b.
* List Item 3
Lists can be mixed, as follows:
* List Item 1
* List Item 2
- List Item 2a.
- list Item 2b.
* List Item 3
Button 13 on the toolbar creates list items.
5

Which I rather like, as you may have noticed!
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5.24

Enumerated Lists

An enumerated list is automatically created when the start of the line contains two spaces, at least, and a hyphen.
If there are to be nested lists, then indent by 4 spaces before the hyphen.
And so on.
- List Item 1
- List Item 2
- List Item 2a.
- list Item 2b.
- List Item 3
Lists can be mixed, as follows:
- List Item 1
- List Item 2
* List Item 2a.
* list Item 2b.
- List Item 3
Button 12 on the toolbar creates list items.

5.25

Embedding HTML and PHP

It is permitted, by the DokuWiki software, to embed HTML or PHP code
on a page. Whatever the code does, will be displayed on the page rather
than the HTML or PHP source code itself.
Because this is such a security problem, it is disabled by default in the Wiki
software, and has not been enabled for the QL Wiki. Therefore, it will not
be discussed further.
If you do decide to embed HTML or PHP code on a page, it will show up
exactly as you have entered it.

6

Software Pages

When writing about a book, or magazine perhaps, please write your description at the top of the page, and always complete the page with the
following example/templated text. This ensures a consistent footing to each
book page.
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The example given os for QL SuperBASIC the Definitive Handbook.
---Title: **WinBack**\\
Author: [[Norman Dunbar]]\\
Publisher: [[qlwiki:Dilwyn Jones Computing]]\\
Year of Publication: 1990\\
Platforms Suitable for: All Sinclair QLs with Miracle Systems Hard Disc\\
Commercial Status: Previously commercial now freely available.\\
Price as at 1990: £unknown\\
Reviews: QL World\\
Sources Available from: http://www.dilwyn.me.uk/backup/wbsource.zip\\
Latest Version available from: http://www.dilwyn.me.uk/backup/winback.zip
The title of the software should be in bold text.
You will see that you can embed links in the text - there’s a link to the
Author and Publisher’s page on the Wiki, amongst others. Links can be
either the straight URL or you may format them to supply an alternative
clickable text as described above.
Don’t forget the horizontal rule at the top of the section.
Each line ends with a forced linefeed as described above.
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Book Pages

When writing about a book, or magazine perhaps, please write your description at the top of the page, and always complete the page with the
following example/templated text. This ensures a consistent footing to each
book page.
The example given is for QL SuperBASIC the Definitive Handbook.
---Title: **QL SuperBASIC (The Definitive Handbook)**\\
Author: Jan Jones\\
Publisher: McGraw-Hill, later re-printed by [[qlwiki:QUANTA]]\\
Year of Publication: 1985\\
Commercial Status: Commercial\\
ISBN: 0-27302-187-7
The title of the book should be in bold text.
You will see that you can embed links in the text - there’s a link to the
QUANTA page on the Wiki.
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Don’t forget the horizontal rule at the top of the section.
Each line ends with a forced linefeed as described above.
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Edit an Existing Page

This is easy. Navigate the the desired page and click the button on the
toolbar shown in Figure 3 on Page 4 which looks like a page with a pencil
on it. It’s the third button along.
The code editor will open up, assuming that you are logged in of course,
otherwise the edit page button will not be present.
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Create a New Page

The easiest, and least complex way to create a page is to edit another page
that will require a link to the new page, and add a link.
For example, if you are on the page showing various traders6 and you wish to
add a new page for the trading company by the name of “Connem, Screwem
and Scarper” (a famous firm where I live!), proceed as follows:
Edit the page, as described above. Once in the editor, scroll down to the
‘C’ list of traders. In the appropriate alphabetical position, add the text:
[[qlwiki:Connem, Screwem and Scarper]]\\
Then preview the page. If all looks well, ensure that you update the “what
I changed” part to say that you added a link, and save the page. The link
will show up in red text (which might not be the case with other themes of
course) which indicates a link to a missing page.
Click the link.
A new page opens and you are informed that it doesn’t yet exist but that
you may create it.
Press the edit page button in the normal fashion, and add your test. The
page heading, level 1, should be the name you gave the page on the traders
page above (Connem, Screwem and Scarper), so the top of your edit should
resemble this:
====== Connem, Screwem and Scarper ======
6

http://qlwiki.qlforum.co.uk/doku.php?id=qlwiki:traders and personalities
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You may now fill in the rest of the page.
Remember to preview often, and when done, make sure you add some descriptive text to explain that you created the page etc. Creating a page is
not a minor edit by the way - that’s reserved for adding a link, or fixing a
spelling error etc.

9.1

Deleting Pages

There is no option to delete a page. However, all you have to do is edit the
desired page, select all the text and delete it. When you save the page, if
effectively gets deleted.
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10

Appendices

The following appendices show each of the various themes available within
the Wiki. Whatever one takes your fancy, simply select it from the drop
down list, and next time you login, it will be your default theme.
Don’t forget, you can change themes any time you wish.
Oh, by the way, the red Honda VFR750 motorbike at the top of the screen
is my old motorbike7 and is part of my Firefox profile, it’s not part of the
Wiki theme - in case you were wondering (or wondering about how to get
rid of it!)
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7

Appendix A - Cerulean

Not exactly mine, I admit, but one like mine was - Red, and a VFR750.
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Appendix B - Cosmo
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Appendix C - Cyborg
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Appendix D - Darkly
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Appendix E - Flatly
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Appendix F - Journal
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Appendix G - Lumen
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Appendix H - Paper
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Appendix I - Readable
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Appendix J - Sandstone
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Appendix K - Simplex
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Appendix L - Solar
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Appendix M - Slate
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Appendix N - Spacelab
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Appendix O - Superhero
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Appendix P - United
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Appendix Q - Yeti
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Figure 6: The Link Settings Window
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